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Introduction
An exhaustive study of the US data holdings pertinent to formulating a claim under
the United Nations Convention of the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) identified several
regions where new bathymetric surveys are needed (Mayer, et al., 2002). The report
suggested multibeam echosounder (MBES) data are needed to rigorously define (1) the
foot of the slope (FoS), a parameter of a UNCLOS formula line, and (2) the 2500-m
isobath, a parameter of a UNCLOS cutoff line. Both of these features, the former
geomorphic and the latter geodetic, can be used to define an extended claim. The
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) was given the charge to
contract for the new surveys and they contracted with the Center for Coastal and Ocean
Mapping/Joint Hydrographic Center (CCOM/JHC) of the University of New Hampshire
to manage the surveys and archive the resultant data. This is the report from the first
cruise, a detailed MBES survey of portions of Bowers Ridge and the Beringian margin
that may be claimed for an extension of US territory (Fig.1).
NOAA contracted with Thales GeoSolutions Inc. to perform the surveys in July,
2003. Thales GeoSolutions Inc. had on charter a 175-ft, 833-ton research vessel (Fig. 2)
with a hull-mounted Reson 8150 MBES that was already scheduled to conduct other
hydrographic surveys in Alaskan waters during the summer of 2003.

The planned

schedule for the so-called “UNCLOS cruise”, had 6 days for transits to and from Dutch
Harbor, AK and 15 days for operations.
The operations commenced with a transit from Dutch Harbor, AK to the survey area
on the north flank of Bowers Ridge. Once that survey was completed, the ship transited
3

to the Beringian margin where operations continued until completion. The total survey
time used 15 days for operations and 6 transit days and completed 3438.42 km of MBES
lines, mapping a total area of ~21,000 km2.

Beringian margin

Bowers Ridge

Figure 1. Survey areas in the Bering Sea (black polygons).
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Figure 2. R/V Davidson.
The Multibeam Echosounder System and Associated Systems
The hull-mounted Reson SeaBat 8150 is a dual-frequency (12/24 kHz), 2˚ x 2˚ MBES
system that generates 234 overlapping receive apertures. The system was operated in the
12-kHz mode throughout the survey and used pulse lengths that varied from 9 to 15 ms.
The manufacturer states that the SeaBat 8150 provides a swath coverage of greater than 6
times water depth down to 2000-m depth and up to a maximum swath coverage of 5
times water depth at 5000-m depth.

A sound-velocity sensor was located at the

transducer array for accurate beamforming.

Beamforming for the Seabat 8150 can be

either equi-angular or constant footprint size. The equi-angular option was used during
this cruise. Bottom detection is by a combination of amplitude and phase of the returned
signal at each receive aperture and a statistical method is used to determine the most
appropriate detection method as a function of beam angle. The motion reference unit
(MRU) was a POS/MV model 320 version 3 that can provide 50-Hz roll and yaw
attitudes at a precision of ±0.01˚ and pitch of ±0.05˚. The MBES system can incorporate
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transmit beam steering up to ±10˚ from vertical, roll compensation up to ±10˚ and can
perform yaw corrections. However, Thales prefers to not use motion compensation
during the data collection but rather to apply motion corrections in the data processing.
The MRU was interfaced with a DGPS using SkyFix differential signals to aid the MRU
inertial navigation and provided positions to ±5m. All georeferencing was referenced to
the WGS84 ellipsoid.
All soundings were reduced during processing to mean lower low water using
predicted tides. The tide zoning was performed for Thales by LCMF.
Thales operated the Reson 8150 to collect data only within ±65˚ of nadir, although
they record the data from the outer ±10˚ of the swath. During data processing, the data
were automatically trimmed to ±60˚of nadir. A delayed-heave algorithm was used during
post-processing.
The Reson 8150 is capable of collecting acoustic backscatter, as well as bathymetry
data. The backscatter data from each of the elements in the receive array are passed to
the beam former that combines the backscatter into individual beams. Referred to as
Snippets, these data represents the raw backscatter time series for any beam at the
seafloor interface. Raw Snippet processing is still under development at Thales
GeoSolutions Pacific Inc., and at the time of this cruise snippet processing was not
available for this dataset.
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For data from this cruise, port and starboard snippets were passed to an image
processor where they were combined into a sidescan-like backscatter time series, referred
to by Thales as “snippet sidescan”. The term “ snippet sidescan” is used by Thales to
distinguish these data from their earlier “pseudo sidescan” imagery product.

For both

the snippet and snippet sidescan records, all relevant configuration data, such as power,
gain, gain type, absorption, spherical spreading and pulse width are logged for every ping
within the XTF format files logged by a Triton Elics Int’l ISIS system.
The backscatter processing steps include:
Update position: The position logged in the XTF file corresponds to the POSMV
IMU. Before any image processing takes place, the XTF files are updated to reflect the
acoustic center of the Reson 8150 because the sidescan software does not perform three
dimensional lever arm calculations.
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Refine bottom tracking: Snippet sidescan processing requires that the time of the first
acoustic return be tracked. Records are initially bottom tracked in real time. The Thales
data analyst refined the bottom-tracking during post processing,.
Manually normalize the image: During data acquisition, the operators adjusted pulse
width, transmit power, and receiver gain in an effort to optimize bathymetric swath
performance. Each of these parameters will have an effect on the amplitude of received
acoustic backscatter. The backscatter amplitudes were manually adjusted to tone match
the backscatter imagery. Operator-adjustable parameters are processed as follows:
Pulse Width: The processing did not compensate for pulse width changes. As a
result, pulse width is held relatively constant during data acquisition. Over the course of
this survey, the transmit pulse width was typically set to 15 ms, although variations on
the order of ± 5 ms occurred. The first two lines in the survey were acquired with a 4.4
ms pulse width. Any amplitude variations resulting from pulse width changes were
manually compensated for during processing by adjusting the ISIS time variable gain
(TVG) curve. The TVG curve has the form:

A*R + B*log(R) + C

where R is the range and A, B, and C are user defined. Pulse width variations have a
relatively constant effect across the range off the sonar acquisition cycle so they are
compensated by adjusting variable C.
Transmit Power is adjustable by 3-dB increments up to a maximum output power of
228 dB re 1µPa@ 1m. Like the pulse width, transmit power adjustments result in a
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constant backscatter amplitude increase or decrease across the swath. During processing,
power setting changes were manually adjusted by changing the value of variable C in the
ISIS TVG curve.
Receiver Gain: All data were collected for this survey using a manually controlled
TVG within the Reson 8150. The gain curve has the form:

2 α R + Sp LogR + G

where R is the range in meters, α is the absorption in dB/m, Sp is the spreading loss
coefficient, and G is an additional gain from the receiver gain processing. G has a range
of 1 to 45 dB. Absorption and spherical spreading coefficients were held constant and
only the linear gain value, G, was adjusted throughout the survey. Real-time changes to
G were normalized during processing with the constant gain value C from the ISIS TVG.
ISIS software allows negative values in its TVG curve so excess gains applied during real
time can be removed. This applies to absorption and spreading as well as linear gain.
Beam-Pattern Correction:

The Reson 8150 transmit beam pattern generates an

across-track power variation that results in a predictable artifact of backscatter amplitude
variations. This artifact is compensated for by processing backscatter over a relatively
flat and homogeneous area of seafloor and normalizing each swath to that flat area. Once
initialized, the beam-pattern correction is used to remove beam angle artifacts from all
the lines in the survey.
Grazing-Angle Correction:

No grazing-angle corrections were applied to the

backscatter data from this cruise.
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Terrain Correction:

Terrain corrections were accomplished using the processed

bathymetric surface exported from Caris.

Backscatter pixels were positioned by

calculating the point where the slant range intersects the bathymetry. An individual
georeferenced image was created for each survey line. The outer edges of these line
images were clipped if adjacent swathes overlapped. The line images were than
assembled into a mosaic and merged into a single file for export as a GeoTIFF.
Water-column sound-velocity profiles were measured with three different methods.
A CTD (SeaBird model SBE-19) was planned to be deployed to get full-depth readings.
Unfortunately, at about 400-m out, the deep-sea winch brake could not hold the CTD,
wire, and weight.

Consequently, the CTD was used only to 400 m.

An Applied

Microsystems Ltd Smart SV&P sound velocity profiler (sv) was routinely used on the
hydro winch to measure the sound speed in the upper 400- to 500-m of the water column.
An XBT (Sippican model T-5) was used almost always in conjunction with the CTD.
The ship was in dry dock in Seward, AK just prior to the transit to Dutch Harbor, AK
where several of the transducer elements were replaced. No patch test was performed
after the Seward dry docking, but a full patch test was performed prior to commencement
of the surveys at Bowers Ridge.
The Areas: Bowers Ridge and the Beringian Margin
The specific areas mapped during this cruise were defined in Mayer et al., 2002 as
those areas where a potential U.S. claim could be made under UNCLOS Article 76. Two
areas were identified in the Bering Sea that required new bathymetric data; the north
flank of Bowers Ridge and an area along the Beringian margin.
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Bowers Ridge
Bowers Ridge is an aseismic ridge thought to be a Mesozoic to early Tertiary island
arc that was rafted northward during late Mesozoic to early Tertiary spreading while
riding on the Pacific or Kula plates (Ben-Avraham and Cooper,

(1981).

When

subduction shifted south to the Aleutian Trench, the plate upon which Bowers Ridge sits
was isolated and became docked to the Aleutian Ridge. The few rocks that have been
dredged from the ridge are composed of albitized volcanic rocks (Scholl et al., 1975), and
those samples, together with large positive gravity and magnetic anomalies directly over
the crest of the ridge, supports the interpretation that the ridge is a remnant volcanic arc.
Immediately to the north of the ridge, large gravity and magnetic lows suggest the
presence of a fossil trench (Cooper et al., 1981). The ridge is draped with sediments and
at least one large landslide has occurred along the north flank (Karl et al, 1996).
Beringian Margin
The area of the Beringian margin mapped during this cruise lies between Pervenets
and St. Matthew Canyons. The base of the Beringian margin is thought to have been a
subduction zone in the latest Mesozoic to early Tertiary, possibly consuming the Kula
plate (Ben-Avraham and Cooper, 1981). As with Bowers Ridge, the Beringian margin
subduction zone died with the formation of the Aleutian Trench subduction zone during
the early Tertiary. Today, the margin is appears to be collapsing with large landslides
and debris flows deposited along its base (Karl et al., 1996).
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Operations
Monday July 7, 2003 (JD 188)
The ship departed Dutch Harbor, AK at 1300 hr (local) on Monday, July 7. A 2.5day transit was required to get to Bowers Ridge.
Tuesday July 8, 2003 (JD 189)
We continued the transit towards Bowers Ridge in drizzle and fog, cool temperatures,
and 5-foot, somewhat confused, seas. The ship’s motion was very stiff and fast, but no
excessive rolling or pitching was experienced on the course to Bowers Ridge in these
conditions. The ship’s transit speed was a disappointing 9.0 to 9.5 kts. The Reson 8150
was periodically run for testing during the transit and the system typically achieved only
twice the water for the portion of the swath that achieved 1% depth accuracy in water
depths of 2800 m.
Initial track planning by Thales suggested block spacing of 25 km and survey speeds
only 6 kts. Using those parameters would require 11 days to complete the Bowers Ridge
area. The block lengths were increased to 50 km, thereby subdividing the Bowers Ridge
survey into 5 blocks (Fig. 3) and we figured we could survey at 7 kts considering the
relatively benign sea state we found ourselves in.
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Figure 3. Location of map blocks on Bowers Ridge. Red line is original survey
area, black boxes are survey blocks. Image is DTM generated from ETOPO2.
Wednesday July 9, 2003 (JD 190)
We arrived at the southeast corner of the Bowers Ridge survey area and made a
shallow (~450 m) CTD cast using the shallow-water winch. The profile shows a very
strong sound-speed gradient between 25 and 30 m water depth and a sound-speed
minimum zone between 50 and 120 m with a sharp reversal at 120 m (Fig 4).
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Figure 4. Sound-speed profile from first CTD cast on SE Bowers Ridge.
The figure shows both the descending and ascending measurements.
At the completion of the CTD cast, a dip line was run towards deep water to find an
appropriate feature for part of the patch test. A flat area was located in about 2800-m
water depths and a full patch test was run.
A CTD cast in deep water was attempted but the winch could not hold the 300-lb
weight at the surface so the cast was never made.
Thursday July 10, 2003 (JD 191)
The dip line revealed that almost 70% of the designated area of the survey was on the
abyssal plain so that the base of Bowers Ridge, as well as the 2500-m isobath, lies within
a zone less than 30-km wide from the southern boundary. Processed swath data, at 1%
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depth accuracy (i.e., using only the beams ±65˚from nadir), represented approximately
twice the water depth.
The tracklines were adjusted, based on the dip line, to cover only the zone that
includes the foot of the slope and the 2500-m isobath, thereby reducing the area to be
covered by more than half. The weather and sea state continued to be favorable (15-kt
winds, 3- to 5-ft seas) and trackline orientation would not be affected by the swells.
The first survey line was run from east to west and mapped abyssal plain with just a
hint of the base of the slope. A comparison of the sound-speed profiles from the first
CTD and XSV casts shows a 5 m/s variability of the low-velocity sound channel (Fig. 5).

Figure 5. A comparison of the sound-speed
profiles from the XSV and CTD casts.
At the end of the first survey line we had two crossings of the dip line providing a
good opportunity to evaluate the quality of the data. The depth differences ranged
between 0.3 and 0.6% of the water depth (Fig. 6).
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Figure 6. (A) Tie-line crossing at about 3800-m water depth. Colored
intersection is the depth differences between the two lines, blown up in B.
Friday July 11, 2003 (JD 192)
The map of the first block (BR01) revealed the zone between the proximal abyssal
plain and the 2500-m isobath was only about 15-km wide (Fig. 7). A large debris flow,
with a calculated volume of ~5 km3, was mapped and appears to be the same deposit
identified by Karl et al., (1996) as the Bowers Ridge debris flow (arrow in Fig. 7).
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Figure 7. Perspective view of block BR01, looking southwest. The 2500-m isobath is
shown as the white contour. The FoS is along the blue/purple zone. Notice the
large debris flow (arrow).
Saturday July 12, 2003 (JD 193)
A tie line was run across Block BR02 and a difference surface on the flat abyssal plain
(3800 m water depth) comparing the tie line bathymetry with that of the survey lines gave
differences of from –20 to +31 m (0.5 to 0.8% of water depth, respectively). The
difference surface looks very much like that derived from the first tie line (Fig. 6B), with
small rack-parallel anomalies with amplitudes less than 1% of water depth.
Several XBTs were cast each day and refraction was not a problem. Surprisingly,
there was very little variation in the sound-speed profiles over a two-day period.
Sunday July 13, 2003 (JD 194)
An additional deep-water line was run along the northern edge of block 2 because of
uncertainty in the clear definition of the foot of the slope. Inspection of the block 03
bathymetry showed a curved spur projecting east-northeast away from Bowers Ridge
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Figure 8. Perspective view of Bowers Ridge block BR02, looking southwest.
The 2500-m isobath is shown as the white contour. The FoS is along the
blue/purple zone.

Figure 9. Example of a three-line mosaic of average beam-amplitude backscatter over
Block BR01 on Bowers Ridge. Map view, looking south-southwest. Notice the
abrupt swath edges. Arrow points to debris flow shown in Figure 7.
proper. Two additional deep-water lines were run to completely define the extent of the
spur and the potential foot of the slope.
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Monday July 14, 2003 (JD 195)
The survey speed was increased to ~7.5 kts but noticeably more dropouts occurred
than at 7 kts so we reduced speed back to 7 kts..

Figure 10. Top panel shows a single swath of bathymetry (BR03-19500) on flat
bottom in deep water. Profile A-B (middle panel) shows step artifact caused by a
reduction in gain by operator. Profile C-D (lower panel) shows artifacts that track
at ±20˚from nadir and are located at the phase/amplitude boundary. Also shown
is the first hints of refraction in the convex nature of the profile.
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An analysis of the depth differences between the block 03 DTM and the BR03-Tie01
tie line continued to show differences of less than 1% of water depth across the swath.
Difference values ranged from +16 to –10 m but track-parallel artifacts are obvious.
It became apparent that operator gain changes were causing a static shift of the
bottom (Fig. 10), although the shift is only about 8 m (0.2% of the water depth). It was
also noticed that artifacts occur at the phase/amplitude-detect boundary at ±20˚ from
nadir that form “railroad tracks” through the data (Fig. 10).
Tuesday July 15, 2003 (JD 196)
The shallow line on Bowers Ridge showed that the feature curves to the southwest
outside the southwest boundaries of the planned area and the 2500-m isobath had yet to
be mapped. Consequently, after the cross line was run, two additional short lines were
run to completely map the 2500-m isobath.
Figure 11 shows an example of a typical 60-ping swath. The beams and multipaths
(colored white) were automatically edited out of the data.
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Figure 10A. Typical example of an unedited 60-ping swath in water depths of 3300
to 3670 m.

Figure 10B. Same 60-ping swath as in Fig. 10A but edited by Thales personnel.
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Wednesday July 16, 2003 (JD 197)
The Bowers Ridge survey was completed and we transited to the southeast corner of
the Beringian margin survey.
Thursday July 17, 2003 (JD 198)
A CTD cast at the 3600-m isobath showed a thick low-velocity zone (Fig. 11).

Figure 11. CTD cast at 3600-m isobath on Beringian margin.
Friday July 18, 2003 (JD 199)
The Beringian margin survey was subdivided into three blocks (Fig. 12). A dip line
was run first and an XSV was launched before commencing mapping in Beringian
margin block BM03. The morning was blustery with winds of 25 kts, gusting to 40 kts
and a moderate swell. The ship experienced moderate roll and pitch (+/- 5 degrees)
causing a lot of data dropouts, presumably due to excessive bubble washdown along the
hull.
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Figure 12. Location of map blocks on Beringian margin. Red line is original survey
area, black boxes are survey blocks. Image is DTM generated from ETOPO2.
The winds did not moderate during the afternoon and the swells continued to increase
to 10 to 12 ft. Ship rolling and pitching was in excess of +/-5˚ and the data quality
suffered with numerous dropouts.
Saturday July 19, 2003 (JD 200)
No obvious foot-of-the-slope was found in the first few lines in block BM03 of the
Beringian margin. The base of the margin appears to be a large debris apron that grades
to the south with slopes of ~0.3˚. The proximal debris apron is relatively featureless but
with as much as 15 m of local relief.
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Figure 13. Perspective view of Beringian margin block 03, looking NW. Vertical
exaggeration is 6x. Note heavily eroded margin. Broad sediment apron descends
from 3150-m isobath at base of margin to 3680-m isobath at southern edge of data
with a uniform 0.3˚ gradient.
The eastern margin of block 03 appears to be dominated by erosion (Fig. 14). A
prominent erosional divide in this block separates sediment flow directions towards the
northeast from those flowing southwest. There is abundant evidence of headward retreat
all along this part of the margin, suggesting the large spurs, such as the one shown in
Figure 14, are remnants of the margin sequences that has not yet been eroded down to
base level. The relief of the spurs are as large as 900 m.
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Figure 14. Eastern side of Beringian margin block 03, looking NE. Dashed line is
erosional divide and solid lines with arrowheads are interpreted sediment pathways.
Sunday July 20, 2003 (JD 201)
Conditions became were near perfect for multibeam mapping. Consequently, the data
collected are ideal to evaluate the performance of the Reson 8150 in water depths of 3000
to 3600 m (Fig. 15). The 12-kHz mode of the Reson 8150 system should have no trouble
with determining a strong bottom solution in these relatively modest depths but,
apparently, it does not get clean solutions. Notice in Figure 15 how the isobaths become
progressively noisier between the 3200- to the 3600-m isobaths. The isobaths shallower
than 3200 m are sharply defined with very little scatter. The 3300-m isobath has zones of
noisy solutions but other zones of a sharply defined isobath. The 3500- and 3600-m
isobaths are very noisy with the 3600-m isobath scatter covering a spatial uncertainty of
up to 350 m. These data were collected at a ship speed of 7.2 to 7.4 kts with swath
widths kts with swath widths of 2.4 x WD. The noisy contours may be the result of a
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very flat seafloor between 3200 and >3600 m compared to the modest slopes at less than
3200 m.

Figure 15. Shaded-relief map of Beringian margin block 03 with 100-m isobaths from
<3000 m to 3600 m. Note how clean the 3200-m isobath is compared to the 3600-m
isobath. Also note how the isobaths get noisier with depth.

Monday July 21, 2003 (JD 202)
A check was made on the depth differences between tie line BM03-tie01 and line
BM03-08000. The water depth at the crossing is 3660 m. The differences range from a
maximum of +27 m to a minimum of –25 m (Fig. 16), or 0.7% of water depth. This
confirms that the system is performing up to the depth specifications required by the
Statement of Work.
A CTD cast showed the slow-velocity layer is less pronounced in the middle of the
Beringian margin than was found farther to the east (Fig. 17).
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Figure 16. A comparison of the differences in depth found on line
BM03-0800 and a cross line BM03-tie01 in Beringian margin block
03. Top panel shows the crossing area and bottom panel shows the
difference in depths within the crossing area.
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Figure 17. CTD cast in Beringian margin block 02. Red
line is temperature profile, black line is sound speed.

Tuesday July 22, 2003 (JD 203)
The original area to be mapped was completed and we steamed over to run a dip line
in the middle of the northeastern part of the Eastern Special Area, Beringian margin
block 00.
Wednesday July 23, 2003 (JD 204)
The data along the Beringian margin and proximal debris apron shows large amounts
of erosion as well as large eroded sediment bodies (drifts?) that could be argued, using
the UNCLOS terminology, as natural prolongations (Fig. 18). The outer edges of each
sediment bodies show significant down-slope bottom-current (?) erosion that has
28

produced sharply defined pathways leading out onto the proximal sediment apron. At
least two stages of development are obvious here; one stage of deposition of the sediment
bodies and a second stage of erosion of their edges.

Figure 18. Large eroded sediment bodies (drifts?) on the proximal debris apron of the
Beringian margin. White arrows point to sediment bodies. Note erosion along edges
of sediment bodies. Vertical exaggeration 3x, looking NW.
Thursday July 24, 2003 (JD 205)
We were buzzed by the US Coast Guard while mapping in the Eastern Special Area.
They made two low-altitude passes over the ship and then flew off into a fog bank. That
was the only excitement of the day.
Evidence of artifacts can be found in much of the Beringian margin data. The
artifacts are typically only about 0.1 to 0.5% of the water depth so are of no concern for
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delineating the foot of the slope or the 2500-m isobath. However, when interpreting the
geology from the data, care must be taken not to interpret the artifacts as structural trend
(Fig. 19).

Figure 19. Evidence of artifacts in the data. The area shown is the overlap of a tie line
with a survey line along the Beringian margin. The white arrows point to examples
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of the artifact. Note the different strikes to the artifacts. Similar artifacts can be seen
in the top panel of Figure 16 as well.
The sound velocity profile of the water column along the Beringian margin varied
considerably with time during the survey. Over the 9900 km2 that were mapped, the
most striking changes occurred in the depth and thickness of the low-velocity channel
(Fig. 20).

Figure 20. Stacked sound velocity profiles from the
Beringian margin. Note the changes in thickness and
values in the low-velocity channel.
The style of erosion on the spurs that project south along the southern
border of Pervenets Canyon suggests that the spurs may be composed of
beds that dip to the north. Pronounced erosion is seen on the south-facing
flanks of the spurs whereas the north-facing flanks show little evidence of
erosion (Fig. 21)
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Figure 21. South- (top panel) and north- (bottom panel) facing spur
along north flank of Pervenets Canyon. Notice the heavy erosion on northfacing surfaces. Arrow points to same spur.
Friday July 25, 2003 (JD 206)
The completion of block BM00 placed us at the southwest corner of the
Beringian margin survey area so we began a line along the bottom of the
entire survey on our transit to Dutch Harbor. The last lines along the south
end of the Beringian margin survey were run at 8.5 to 9.5 kts.
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Saturday July 26, 2003 (JD 207)
The final survey line was terminated about midway along the base of
Beringian margin block 02 once the Captain determined we had to stop
surveying and commence a 2.25-day transit to Dutch Harbor .
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Appendix 1. Cruise calendar of progress

Appendix 2. Line numbers and dates of lines
HDCS file
BR01-tie01
BR01-tie01A
BR01-20000
BR01-40000
BR01-47500
BR01-52500

JD date
191
191
191
191
192
192

ASCII file
BR01-tie01.txt
BR01-tie01A.txt
BR01-20000.txt
BR01-40000.txt
BR01-47500.txt
BR01-52500.txt

BR02-57600
BR02-52600
BR02-52600A
BR02-41100
BR02-47600
BR02-tie01
BR02-34600

192
192
192
193
193
193
194

BR02-57600.txt
BR02-52600.txt
BR02-52600A.txt
BR02-41100.txt
BR02-47600.txt
BR02-tie01.txt
BR02-34600.txt
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Appendix 2 (cont.). Line numbers and dates of lines
HDCS file
JD date
BR03-51400
193
BR03-55800
193
BR03-33000
194
BR03-33000A
194
BR03-39400
194
BR03-45900
194
BR03-26500
194
BR03-tie01
194
BR03-19500
195
BR03-26500A
195

ASCII file
BR03-51400.txt
BR03-55800.txt
BR03-33000.txt
BR03-33000A.txt
BR03-39400.txt
BR03-45900.txt
BR03-26500.txt
BR03-tie01.txt
BR03-19500,txt
BR03-26500A.txt

BR04-31000
BR04-37000
BR04-37000A
BR04-43500
BR04-43500A
BR04-50000
BR04-55500
BR04-55500

195
195
195
195
195
196
196
A196

BR04-31000.txt
BR04-37000.txt
BR04-37000A.txt
BR04-43500.txt
BR04-43500A.txt
BR04-50000.txt
BR04-55500.txt
BR04-55500A.txt

BR04-59500
BR04-tie01

196
196

BR04-59500.txt
BR04-tie01.txt

BR05-35000
BR05-35000A
BR05-41500
BR05-48000
BR05-54000
BR05-58900
BR05-58900A
BR05-tie01

196
196
197
197
197
197
197
197

BR05-35000.txt
BR05-35000A.txt
BR05-41500.txt
BR05-48000.txt
BR05-54000.txt
BR05-58900.txt
BR05-58900A.txt
BR05-tie01.txt

Beringian Margin
BM03-tie01
198
BM03-tie01.txt
BM03-ttie01A
198
BM03-ttie01A.txt
BM03-82000
199
BM03-82000.txt
BM03-80000
199
BM03-80000.txt
BM03-76000
199
BM03-76000.txt
BM03-70000
199
BM03-70000.txt
BM03-64000
199
BM03-64000.txt
BM03-64000A 199
BM03-64000A.txt
BM03-57500
199
BM03-57500.txt
Appendix 2 (cont.). Line numbers and dates of lines
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HDCS file
BM03-51000
BM03-44000
BM03-37000
BM03-30000
BM03-23000
BM03-15500
BM03-08000
BM03-00500

JD date
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
201

ASCII file
BM03-51000.txt
BM03-44000.txt
BM03-37000.txt
BM03-30000.txt
BM03-23000.txt
BM03-15500.txt
BM03-08000.txt
BM03-00500.txt

BM02-03000
BM02-10500
BM02-18000
BM02-25500
BM02-32500
BM02-39500
BM02-46000
BM02-52000
BM02-57000
BM02-tie01
BM02-tie01A
BM02-4000S

201
201
201
201
202
202
202
202
202
203
203
207

BM02-03000.txt
BM02-10500.txt
BM02-18000.txt
BM02-25500.txt
BM02-32500.txt
BM02-39500.txt
BM02-46000.txt
BM02-52000.txt
BM02-57000.txt
BM02-tie01.txt
BM02-tie01A.txt
BM02-4000S.txt

BM01-03000
BM01-10500
BM01-18000
BM01-25000
BM01-32000
BM01-39000
BM01-45000
BM01-50000
BM01-54000
BM01-tie01
BM01-4000S

203
203
203
203
203
204
204
204
204
204
207

BM01-03000.txt
BM01-10500.txt
BM01-18000.txt
BM01-25000.txt
BM01-32000.txt
BM01-39000.txt
BM01-45000.txt
BM01-50000.txt
BM01-54000.txt
BM01-tie01.txt
BM01-4000S.txt

BM00-tie01
205
BM00-tie01.txt
BM00-tie-1A
205
BM00-tie01A.txt
BM00-66000
205
BM00-66000.txt
BM00-61000
205
BM00-61000.txt
BM00-56000
205
BM00-56000.txt
BM00-50000
205
BM00-50000.txt
BM00-44000
205
BM00-44000.txt
BM00-44000A 205
BM00-44000A.txt
BM00-38000
206
BM00-38000.txt
BM00-31500
206
BM00-31500.txt
Appendix 2 (cont.). Line numbers and dates of lines
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HDCS file
JD date
BM00-24500
206
BM00-17500
206
BM00-10500
206
BM00-03500
206
BM00-03500S
207

ASCII file
BM00-24500.txt
BM00-17500.txt
BM00-10500.txt
BM00-03500.txt
BM00-03500S.txt

Appendix 3 Shaded-relief bathymetry maps of northern margin of Bowers Ridge and
southern Beringian margin.
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Figure 22. Map view of bathymetry of entire Bowers Ridge survey. Numbers refer
to map blocks. UTM zone 60N.

Figure 23. Map view of acoustic backscatter (beam average) of entire Bowers ridge
survey. Light tones are higher backscatter, dark tones are lower backscatter.
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Figure 24. Map view of Bowers Ridge block 01.
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Figure 25. Map view of Bowers Ridge block 02.
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Figure 26. Map view of Bowers Ridge block 03.
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Figure 27. Map view of Bowers Ridge block 04.
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Figure 28. Map view of Bowers Ridge block 05.
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Figure 29. DTMs of northern flank of Bowers Ridge generated from Reson 8150
(upper), GEBCO Digital Atlas (middle), and ETOPO5 (lower).
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Figure 30. Shaded-relief map view of Beringian margin.
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Figure 31. Acoustic backscatter map view of Beringian margin.
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Figure 32. Shaded-relief map view of Beringian margin block 00.
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Figure 33. Shaded-relief map view of Beringian margin block 01.
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Figure 34. Shaded-relief map view of Beringian margin block 02.
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Figure 35. Shaded-relief map view of Beringian margin block 03.
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Figure 36. Comparison of DTMs created by Reson 8150 (left), GEBCO Digital Atlas
(center) and ETOPO5 (right) DTMs of Beringian margin area.
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Figure 36. Comparison of 2500-m isobath generated from
Reson 8150 (red), GEBCO Digital Atlas (blue), and
ETOPO5 (green)
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